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The Joy of Creating
In past issues of BrainWaves, we
have described recent activities of
our aptly-named Therapeutic
Activities Group in Wyomissing,
PA, including the crafts and
donations they have given to
charitable organizations and to
facilities in the community where
some of them have received
services. Group members are
pictured on page 6, during a
recent visit to Berks Heim Nursing
Home in Leesport, PA. The
group members are full of ideas
and are creating again, making
holiday craft items, as shown in
the photos on this page. The
group members are in the initial
stages of creating holiday wreaths.
There is joy in creating—in the
process and in the many ways the
items created can be used to
spread joy. Finding new outlets
for expressing oneself post-injury
is also a gratifying outcome.
During our Therapeutic Activities
Group in Wyomissing, which

meets every Thursday from
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., there are
opportunities to give and receive
peer support, especially during
the creative process, when one
may need to learn new ways to
accomplish a task because of
post-injury effects such as
reduced manual strength or
coordination, visual-perceptual
problems, or low frustration
tolerance. The group facilitators
also provide support and assistance as needed. For example,
facilitators may help to solve
problems encountered when
trying to cut fabric with scissors
that are too dull, and encourage
perseverance when difficulties are
faced. For persons who are
planning to return to work at
some point, facilitators will
likely reinforce the importance
of paying attention to instructions
and following the rules to achieve
the desired result.
Engaging in a group project that
allows for individual creativity
and expression has the benefits
of promoting a sense of camaraderie and universality, and the
good feeling that comes from
giving to others. Moreover,
because the Therapeutic
Activities Group meets weekly,
they are able to undertake
projects that will require several

sessions to create, and see their
progress from week to week.
At holiday time, working on a
familiar craft activity at home
can also provide a respite from
the hectic pace of holiday preparations and events. It can also
provide opportunities for independent decision-making when
considering whether to use,
showcase, or give the finished
item to a family member or
friend.
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SPOTLIGHT ON . . . Rick Phillips
of Route 30 and Route 94, I was in
an accident.

including your family, was not
always effective.

April: Rick hit the back of a tractortrailer. Rick was taken to York
Hospital and was there for three
weeks. He was unconscious and in
a coma for eight days.

Rick: Yeah, I remember that time.

Spotlight: Where else did you go
for treatment?

Rick Phillips
Spotlight: Tell me about yourself.
Rick: I am 46 years old. I was born
on September 1, 1969. I am a retired
police officer from Eastern Adams
Regional Police Department and
Bendersville Borough Police
Department in Pennsylvania.
Spotlight: Tell me about your family.
Rick: My mother lives in
Bonneauville, Pennsylvania. She is
a very good person. My father lives
in Wyoming. He is retired from
building houses. I love my wife and
my twin stepdaughters, Amber and
Brianna. I also have a dog, Tucker,
and three cats. I love all my family!
[Editor’s Note: Rick’s wife, April
Phillips, participated in the interview
and assisted Rick with answering
questions.]
Spotlight: Can you tell me about
your accident?
Rick: In March 2010, while on duty
as a police officer, I was in a chase
with a vehicle and, at the intersection

April: [After York Hospital] Rick
was at HealthSouth Rehabilitation
Hospital in York, PA, for three
months. He received physical,
occupational, and speech therapies.
He then went to Learning Services,
a neurobehavioral rehabilitation
center in Creedmoor, North Carolina,
for eight months. Rick then came
home. He was at home for about a
year and a half, but then was admitted to ReMed [ReMed’s administrative offices are in Paoli, PA]. Rick
was at ReMed for a little over two
years. He came home in January
2015.
Spotlight: After Learning Services,
you came home, but then went to
ReMed. Do you know why you
went to ReMed?
Rick: Not really.
Spotlight: When you first came
home after Learning Services, a
male staff member from Community
Skills Program worked with you for
a short time. He assisted you with
some organizational tasks. Do you
remember that?
Rick: Yeah, I remember. I asked
him to leave.
Spotlight: That is true. At that
time, I believe you did not fully
understand our role with you, and
you did not like someone coming to
your home and “telling you what to
do.” Your mood varied and the
way you interacted with others,

April: At that time, I think Rick
was trying to accept things and the
changes, and it was a hard adjustment. After services with Community
Skills Program ended, I was trying
to manage things on my own, and
Rick did not have a regular routine.
He went backwards real fast.
Spotlight: How did you hear about
ReMed?
April: I was meeting with Bob
Stein [referring to Robert Stein,
Ph.D., psychologist with the Center
for Neurobehavioral Health in
Lancaster, PA] to help me handle
the changes with Rick. Rick met
with him one time, too, but got
very upset. Anyway, Dr. Stein
recommended ReMed. [Editor’s
Note: ReMed was also recommended by our director, Sally
Kneipp, Ph.D., CRC, to Susan
Boyek, RN, CCM, who has been the
external case manager for Rick
since his accident, first for Paradigm
Management Services and then for
Selective Insurance Company.]
Spotlight: When you were living
at ReMed, they had a schedule of
activities for you. Can you tell me
more about what you did there?
Rick: I met with different people
during the day.
April: Rick went to the YMCA.
Rick: Yeah, I exercised at the
YMCA.
April: ReMed really helped with
Rick’s medications. He started
taking Nuedexta and there was a
huge improvement in his mood. It
was like night and day.
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April: Rick, do you remember
volunteering at the Great Valley
Nature Center? There were
different animals there.
Rick: Yeah, there were deer and
birds.
Spotlight: What volunteer work did
you do there?
April: Rick cleaned the trails,
planted trees, and did things with the
animals.
Spotlight: What other activities did
you do at ReMed?
Rick: I went fishing at ReMed.
April: You also went to Thorncroft
[an equestrian center in Malvern,
PA].
Rick: Yes, I liked being with the
horses.
April: Remember, you also grew a
garden and then donated the food.
Rick: I liked that.
Spotlight: ReMed is still involved
with your treatment. Since you have
been home, you have gone back to
ReMed on a quarterly basis for a
couple of days and their clinicians
follow up with you to make sure you
are maintaining the gains you have
made.
April: Next time, you do not go
back for six months, because of your
progress!
Spotlight: You have been home
since January 2015. What has that
been like for you?
Rick: Good. It is really good to be
home. I enjoy seeing my wife and
stepdaughters. I missed my family.
Spotlight: How did you get started
with Community Skills Program?
April: I said that we needed
services for when Rick came home
from ReMed, and suggested starting
with Community Skills Program

Rick participates in a therapeutic cart-driving program at Shining Stars
Therapeutic Ministries in Gettysburg, PA. He is pictured above with Lynn
Redden, program director. Rick also volunteers at Shining Stars by performing
tasks such as cleaning stalls (see photos below), brushing the horses, and
grazing the miniature horses.

again. The staff at ReMed then
contacted you. [Editor’s Note:
ReMed started the transition
planning and coordination with
Community Skills Program in
November 2014, which allowed for
timely planning and preparation
for Rick to return home to a
structured routine and home- and
community-based services through
Community Skills Program in
January 2015.]
Spotlight: How has Community
Skills Program assisted you since
you have been home?
Rick: I go to the horse barn
[referring to the volunteer work that
he does at Shining Stars Therapeutic
Ministries in Gettysburg, PA, with
assistance from Carrie Ocheskey,

B.A., CBIS, neurorehabilitation
specialist with Community Skills
Program]. I clean stalls and brush
the horses.
Spotlight: What days do you
volunteer at Shining Stars?
Rick: Monday and Wednesday
[from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.].
Spotlight: What other activities are
you involved with at Shining Stars?
Rick: I ride in the cart, pulled by a
horse. [Rick participates in therapeutic cart-driving at Shining Stars.]
Spotlight: Can you tell me more
about the cart-driving sessions, such
as the activities you do before you
get to drive the cart?
(continued on page 4)
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SPOTLIGHT ON...
Rick Phillips
(continued from page 3)

Rick: I groom the horse, put the
equipment on the horse, and connect
the cart to the horse.
Spotlight: Yes, and I practice with
you the names of the equipment and
the sequence of putting the equipment on the horse to prepare for cartdriving. [Stefani Eichelberger,
M.S.W., LCSW, CBIS, client
services liaison with Community
Skills Program, is also one of Rick’s
neurorehabilitation specialists; she
conducted this interview.] You have
been doing well recalling the names
of some of the equipment and how it
goes on the horse.
You and April also do some volunteer
work at Shining Stars on Tuesday
evenings. Can you tell me about
that?

BrainWaves
Spotlight: You also do some
volunteer work on Fridays with
Carrie, right?
Rick: I go to Gettysburg and pick
up a box of food—fruits and
vegetables—and take it to a
donation place. [Rick is referring
to the volunteer work he does with
The Gleaning Project, an organization that coordinates volunteers to
go out to farms, orchards, and
gardens to pick or pick up fresh
fruits and vegetables that would
otherwise go to waste. Volunteers
then distribute the produce to
community partners working to
alleviate hunger and improve
nutrition.]
Spotlight: Carrie takes you to the
South Central Community Action
Program in Gettysburg to pick up
the food.
April: They then take it to the
Littlestown Senior Center.

Rick: A child rides the horse and I
lead the horse around the arena.

Rick: Yes, and they give it to the
people there.

April: We are called “sidewalkers.”

April: You also have your music
lessons with Katie. What are you
learning to play? [April is referring
to Katie Lyons, M.S., MT-BC,
CBIS, neurorehabilitation specialist
and neurologic music therapist with
Community Skills Program.]

Rick: We do that for about one
hour. Then, we stop for ice cream!
Spotlight: So, you volunteer with
Shining Stars on Mondays and
Wednesdays. What do you do the
other days of the week?
Rick: I go to the Littlestown [PA]
YMCA twice a week.
Spotlight: What do you do at the
YMCA?
Rick: Lift weights, walk about 20
laps on the track above the gym, and
ride five miles on the exercise bike.
Spotlight: How has your exercise
routine helped you?
Rick: It keeps me in shape. I do not
always like to be at the YMCA when
I first get there, but, when we are
leaving, I am always happy I went.

Rick: I am learning to play
Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer
on the guitar.

During his music
therapy sessions, Rick
has been learning to
play Rudolph, the RedNosed Reindeer on the
guitar, so he can play
the song at his family’s
Christmas gathering
this year; his wife plans
to sing along.
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April: Rick has been practicing. At
Christmas, he is going to play the
guitar and I am going to sing the
song.
Spotlight: Rick, you used to play
the accordion, right?
Rick: Yes, and my father still does.
I was 14 or 15 years old when I
started playing. I played for about
three years.
Spotlight: During your sessions
with Katie, you have also used other
instruments. Can you tell me what
you do with those instruments?
Rick: She has a drum, cymbals, and
chimes. I close my eyes and she
plays an instrument. Then, I have to
name the instrument by the way it
sounds. It is pretty easy.
Spotlight: But she made it more
challenging for you by adding more
instruments, right?
Rick: Yeah, she has like five or six
different instruments.
Spotlight: You also do activities on
the computer. Can you tell me
about those activities?
April: Rick does activities on
Lumosity.
Rick: Yes. That is alright, I suppose.
Spotlight: Do you do anything else
on the computer, such as check your
e-mail?
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Rick: Yeah, I stink at bowling. I
bowled 104 or 105.
Spotlight: That doesn’t sound too
bad!
Rick: In my opinion, that is bad.
Spotlight: What strategies do you
use to help you remember the
things you need to do?
Rick: I have a wall calendar, but I
do not always look at it.

The Phillips family (from left to right:
Amber Milliken, Rick, April, and
Brianna Milliken; and Tucker in front)

Rick: Yes, I check my e-mail,
probably about four times a week.
Spotlight: Over the last few months,
with assistance from me and Carrie,
you planned activities to do in the
community. Do you remember any
of those activities?
Rick: I cannot remember.
Spotlight: On two occasions, you
went to the movies. Do you like
movies?
Rick: Yes. I would like to go to the
movies again.
Spotlight: You have also done
activities at April’s parents’ home
and at Shining Stars.
Rick: Yes, fishing. I like fishing. I
catch a lot of fish—smallmouth bass.
But they are so small I always throw
them back.
Spotlight: You have also gone to
museums.
Rick: Yes, I went to the Civil War
Museum in Gettysburg.
Spotlight: Do you like history?
Rick: Yes. I like the Civil War.
Spotlight: With Carrie’s assistance,
you also planned an outing to a
bowling alley.

Spotlight: I have seen you look at
the calendar when you want to know
what you are doing on a particular
day. What do you look at when you
want to remember something that
you did the previous day?
Rick: I look in my journal. Each
day, I write down what I did that
day.
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Spotlight: I know you have a sweet
tooth, and it is hard to manage your
diabetes because you like sweets.
Rick: Yes, my favorite is a Snickers
bar.
Spotlight: You have a positive
attitude. How do you stay so
positive?
Rick: I have a good life; I want to
make it better. I have a good
family—my family, April’s family.
I have good people on my side.
Spotlight: What or who has helped
you the most during your rehabilitation?
Rick: April.
April: Thanks, Rick.
Rick: My wife and children mean
the most to me.

Spotlight: You also use an exercise
chart at the YMCA. What information is on your exercise chart?

Spotlight: Do you have any advice
for other people who are dealing
with a brain injury?

Rick: It tells me the different
weights I use, and the machines,
and how many repetitions to do.

Rick: Try hard. Never give up.
Always love your family and
friends.

Spotlight: You are also able to
record the time and distance that
you ride the bike and walk laps.

April: Have people involved who
understand brain injury. It is
important to have structure. The
services that Community Skills
Program provides have been helpful,
so that Rick can stay at home. No
matter how bad they tell you it is,
never give up hope.

What other activities do you like
to do?
Rick: I like to go out to dinner with
my family. They are the most
important thing to me. I like
spending time with April.
Spotlight: Since your brain injury,
you have been diagnosed with
diabetes. How has that affected
your life?
Rick: I take pills for it. I do not
need any shots…yet. I hope I do
not have to.
April: How else?
Rick: I have to watch my diet.
April watches out for me.

Editor’s Note: We wish to thank
Paradigm and Selective Insurance
for their support of Rick’s rehabilitation, and express our appreciation
to the ReMed staff for their expertise and collaboration in assuring
that adequate, timely attention
continues to be given to Rick’s
needs. Our heartfelt gratitude is
expressed to April Phillips, whose
commitment to Rick and advocacy
on his behalf is nothing short of
impressive.
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Creativity Corner
Visit to Nursing Home a Treat for Residents
by Julie Schlauch, M.A., CBIS
Neurorehabilitation Specialist with Community Skills Program
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Who’s Who...
 Welcome to our new clients—Brad,
Craig, Curtis, Jason, John, Kimberly,
Kira, Matthew, Ricky, Samuel,
Victoria, and Wendy; our new neurorehabilitation specialist—Megan
Hollinger, M.Ed.; and our new music
therapist—Daniel Benonis, MT-BC,
NMT.

 Heather Brossman, B.A., one of our
neurorehabilitation specialists in
Pennsylvania, recently passed the
Academy of Certified Brain Injury
Specialists’ exam and is now Heather
Brossman, B.A., CBIS. Congratulations, Heather!

 Allison Keppler, M.A., LPC, CBIS,
former neurorehabilitation specialist
with Community Skills Program,
left Community Skills Program in
mid-November 2015 to move to
upstate Pennsylvania. We wish to
thank her (again) for her many
contributions to Community Skills
Program and wish her all the best.
Community Skills Program’s Therapeutic Activities Group members and
co-facilitators recently delivered treats to residents at Berks Heim Nursing
Home. Pictured left to right: front row - Megan Dissinger (co-facilitator), Kira
Kolbe, and April Moser (co-facilitator); back row - Julie Schlauch (co-facilitator),
Tasheana Tisdale, Holly Stricker, Matthew Lerch, Andrew Calhoun II (staff
intern), Kelly Sweigart, and Ann Gilmer (director of volunteers and clerical
services at Berks Heim).

On October 22, 2015, our Therapeutic Activities Group visited and
presented Halloween treats to residents at Berks Heim Nursing Home
in Leesport, PA. Prior to the visit, the group members brainstormed
ideas and sorted through decorations in our Wyomissing, PA office.
The group collectively decided to each bring in a bag of sugar-free
candy and place it in a Halloween container. The group members
expressed their creativity by decorating the containers with various
materials, including pieces of fabric, stickers, and foam cutouts. All of
the group members participated in handing out the containers and had
the opportunity to visit and talk with the residents. The residents loved
the treats and enjoyed the costumes and conversation! Ann Gilmer,
director of volunteers and clerical services at Berks Heim, thanked the
group for the time and effort they put into the visit and spoke with
them about volunteering.

...and What’s Happening!
Congratulations to our clients who
have recently obtained employment
and are performing their jobs successfully:

 Ian has been working part-time as a
sales associate at Burlington Coat
Factory since August 2015, and
was also offered a full-time position
he accepted as an activities aide at
ManorCare Health Services.

 Charles is working part-time as a
sales associate at Giant Food Stores.

 Sylvie is employed as a learning
support aide at an elementary
school.

 Chris is working part-time as a crew
member at Five Guys Burgers and
Fries.

 Kim is working as a janitor at LA
Fitness.
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The Responsibility of
Healthcare Professionals to
Our Veterans
We are grateful to our veterans at all times, and
perhaps think of their sacrifices even more during the
holidays. As healthcare professionals, we must also
keep in mind our responsibility to assure we have the
knowledge and skills to provide our veterans with
timely, quality services. Central to this responsibility
is striving to understand their military culture.
The Department of Veterans Affairs and the Department of Defense have developed an online continuing
education course, Military Culture: Core Competencies
for Healthcare Professionals, that consists of four
modules: 1) Self-Assessment and Introduction to
Military Ethos; 2) Military Organization and Roles;
3) Stressors and Resources; and 4) Treatment, Resources,
and Tools. We encourage you to learn more about
these modules and their usefulness to you. Please
visit www.DeploymentPsych.org/Military-Culture.
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BrainWaves is a joint project of the clients and
staff of Community Skills Program® of
Counseling and Rehabilitation, Inc. and
Counseling and Rehabilitation of New Jersey, Inc.
Editor: Sally Kneipp, Ph.D., LPC, LRC, CRC
Publication Assistant: Lisa Sechrist
BrainWaves is free of charge.
It is available by e-mail (preferred method),
by mail, or online at our website,
www.communityskillsprogram.com.
To be placed on our list to receive BrainWaves,
please return the form below to:
Community Skills Program®
Counseling and Rehabilitation, Inc.
1150 Berkshire Boulevard, Suite 210
Wyomissing, PA 19610
(610) 376-3380
Toll-free: (877) 728-5616
Fax: (610) 376-3392
E-mail: CSPNJPA@aol.com
Website: www.communityskillsprogram.com

Help Us “Go Greener”!
Community Skills Program would like to “go greener” and save trees, by cutting back further on our paper usage. You
can help by choosing to receive your copy of BrainWaves by e-mail instead of regular mail. Please join us in our efforts
to protect our planet by checking the box below. (Note: If you do not have access to e-mail, you do not need to take any
action—we will continue to send BrainWaves to you by regular mail.)

□ Please send me BrainWaves by e-mail; my e-mail address is:

___________________________________.
(By checking this box, I understand that I will no longer receive BrainWaves by regular mail.)

To become a new BrainWaves subscriber, or to update the contact information we have on file for you, please check
the applicable box and complete the form below:

□ Please place my name on the list to receive BrainWaves, by (choose one) ____ e-mail or ____ regular mail.
□ Please send me additional information about Community Skills Program®.
□ Please change my name and/or address, as indicated below.
□ Please remove my name from the mailing list.
Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Job Title (if applicable): ___________________________ Company (if applicable): _______________________
Street Address: __________________________________ City: _______________________________________
County: ________________________________________ State: ______________ Zip Code: ______________
Phone #: ________________ Fax #: _________________ E-mail Address: ______________________________
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